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The quantum challenge on mesoscopic level
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Most experts reject the quantum potential introduced by David Bohm in 1952. But it is impossible
to describe some quantum mesoscopic phenomena observed in nanostructures without a quantum
force.

Introduction

The Lecture by one of the Nobel Prize winners pre-
sented at the Eighth International Symposium ”Frontiers
of Fundamental Physics” [1] called ”What is Quantum
Mechanics?” This question may seem strange for many
scientists who studied and used formalism of quantum
mechanics. We can describe numerous phenomena of
atomic physics, solid state physics, mesoscopic physics
and many others using the so-called Copenhagen formal-
ism. But experts understand that quantum mechanics
not yet based on a generally accepted conceptual founda-

tion [2]. Albert Einstein has always regarded the Copen-
hagen interpretation of the quantum theory as incom-
plete and has always believed that, even at the quantum
level, there must exist precisely definable variables de-
termining the actual behavior of each individual system.
This point of view known as ”realism” is the basis of
hidden-variable theories [3]. Bell’s theorem [4], and the
experiments [5] based on it, have provided convincing ev-
idence that a local hidden-variable theory will never be
able to account for the full rang of quantum phenom-
ena. But the very first hidden-variable theory proposed
by David Bohm in 1952 [6] was radically nonlocal. In
order to save the principle of realism he must conclude
that nonlocality can be real. The assumption on a real
nonlocality seems so strange that most experts prefer to
renounce realism [3]. Nevertheless one should not reject
without hesitation the nonlocal quantum potential in-
troduced by Bohm [6]. The well known Aharonov-Bohm
effect [7] can bear a relation to this problem [8]. The non-
local momentum transfer [9] observed in the Aharonov-
Bohm double-slit experiment can be interpreted in terms
of complementarity [3]. But such interpretation can be
not possible in some cases of the Aharonov-Bohm effect
observed in nanostructures. This problem is urgent be-
cause of numerous Aharonov-Bohm phenomena observed
in semiconductor [10], normal metal [11] and supercon-
ductor [12] mesoscopic systems.

1. QUANTUM FORCE

The Bohm’s theory is based on the Schrodinger equa-
tion. Bohm has divided it into two, one for the amplitude
|Ψ| of wave function Ψ = |Ψ| exp iϕ and the other for the
phase ϕ [6]. When the wave function describes a prob-
ability, as for example in the double-slit experiment, it

is enough easy to reject the Bohm’s quantum potential,
inadmissible for most experts, and to repudiate realism.
But this renunciation of realism can be impossible when
the wave function describing a density, for example su-
perconducting pairs. There is an experimental challenge
to the Copenhagen interpretation connected with obser-
vations of the persistent current Ip 6= 0 in semiconduc-
tor [13], normal metal [11] and superconductor [14] rings
with non-zero resistance Rl > 0. According to classical
physics a circular direct current I is possible at Rl > 0
only at a non-zero Faraday’s voltage dΦ/dt 6= 0 when
the force balance IRl = −dΦ/dt takes place. The ob-
servations Ip 6= 0 at Rl > 0 and dΦ/dt = 0 violate this
balance. In order to restore it a quantum force was in-

FIG. 1: Example of momentum change induced by switching
between states with different connectivity of the wave func-
tion.
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FIG. 2: Aluminum asymmetric loop with radius 2 µm and the
quantum oscillations of the dc potential difference V (Φ/Φ0)
(µV ) observed on such loop.

troduced in [15].
The quantum force introduced in [15] describes a

change of momentum p and velocity vs of superconduct-
ing pairs because of the Bohr’s quantization

∮
l
dlp =∮

l
dl~ ▽ ϕ =

∮
l
dl(mvs + qA) = m

∮
l
dlv + qΦ = n2π~

at closing of wave function: vs = 0 and
∮

l
dlp = qΦ

at unclosed wave function whereas
∮

l
dlp = n2π~ and∮

l
dlv = (1/m)(n2π~ − qΦ) = (2π~/m)(n − Φ/Φ0) at

closed wave function. Φ0 = 2π~/q = π~/e is the
flux quantum; q = 2e is the charge of superconduct-
ing pair. The necessity of the quantum force is obvi-
ous from the example shown on Fig.1. The external
current Iex flows on the top semi-ring of the supercon-
ducting loop, Iu = Iex, Id = 0, when a segment of the
lower one in the normal state with a resistance R > 0.
But the currents should be equal in the both semi-rings,
Iu = Iex/2, Id = Iex/2, because of the Bohr’s quantiza-

tion
∮

l
dlv = luvu−ldvd ∝ (n−Φ/Φ0) = 0 after switching

of this segment into superconducting state. This change
of the current values occurs without any electric field and
it could not occur in an ideal conductor at switching from
R > 0 to R = 0.

2. INTRINSIC BREACH OF SYMMETRY

There is an important difference between atomic and
mesoscopic levels [16]: it is impossible to realize the
switching between states with different connectivity of
the wave function on the atomic level whereas it is pos-
sible in real mesoscopic structures. A potential differ-
ence with a dc component Vdc = LωIex/2 should be ob-
served both on top and lower semi-rings when a segment
only in the lower semi-ring, Fig.1, is switched with a fre-
quency ω < R/L between superconducting and normal
state with R > 0. L is the semi-ring inductance. The dc
potential difference Vdc = LωIp(Φ/Φ0) can be observed
[17] also without any dc external current because of the
persistent current Ip, the value and sign of which is pe-
riodical function of magnetic flux Φ inside the ring with
period equal the flux quantum Φ0. Such quantum os-
cillations of the dc voltage Vdc(Φ/Φ0) ∝ Ip(Φ/Φ0) were
observed on segments of asymmetric aluminum ring [12].
The periodical change of the dc electric field E(Φ/Φ0) =
−▽V (Φ/Φ0) direction with the scalar value Φ observed
in this experiment gives experimental evidence of intrin-
sic breach of right-left symmetry [18].

This result has fundamental importance and should be
connected with the necessity of the quantum force. There
was a logical difficulty in the Bohr’s model until electron
considered as a particle having a velocity since it was
impossible to answer on the question: ”What direction
has this velocity?” The uncertainty relation and the wave
quantum mechanics have overcame this difficulty. Albert
Einstein considered it as weakness: The weakness of the

theory lies in the fact, that it leaves time and direction

of the elementary process to ”chance” (the citation from
[2]). Thanks to this ”weakness” the Bohr’s quantization
does not violate symmetry between opposite directions
on the atomic level. But we see experimental evidence of
the intrinsic breach of symmetry because of the Bohr’s
quantization in nanostructures.
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